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Introduction
The Grid Generator tool allows you to produce a variable application map that is attached to
a work plan or agronomist recommendation. This work plan (along with the variable
application map) can then be exported to a compatible control box where the parameters
set by the grid generator will be recognised during the variable rate application.
The Mapping module must be added to Gatekeeper in order to produce a variable
application map, along with the Precision Farming modules in order to export (PF Target)
and subsequently import (PF Actual) completed work plans and maps. Please speak to sales
at Farmplan on 01594 545000 to discuss.
The grid generator builds the application map based on your Field Zones (either created
manually or taken from job data such as soil sampling or yield data) and can be used to
remedy soil indices and conditions, pest problems and other factors.

Grid Generator Requirements
For the Grid Generator to run successfully it must base the calculations on known values.
These values are found within each drawn zone (the example below has zones covering the
entire field). When creating zone layers, you do not even have to cover the whole field area
as you might just wish to treat a management area e.g. Blackgrass.

In the worked example, the Grid Generator will be basing its values on these Zones for
Soil Type. This field will have the default 10m2 grids applied to it and then the grid
generator will run on each 10m2 square of the field to generate the applied amounts for
the variable application.
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Creating a Zone Layer
From the Field module and select the field in question from the tree view. With the field
highlighted, click on the Field sub tab, which will bring up the Field information. You need to
then click on the Field Map button (providing a map has been created. If not, the button
label is Setup Boundary Map. Create one utilising the Field Finder or Cartographic Layers).
From the Field Map page that is displayed, you will see a tree view on the left of the screen
with a range of headings. Expand the Field Region Boundaries node and highlight the Field
Region Boundaries layer. The boundary map for this field will then be displayed.

1. Expand the Field
Region Boundaries node
and then Highlight Field
Boundaries Cropping
Year to view the field
boundary map.
2. To create a zone layer
expand either Field
Zones All Years of Field
Zones Cropping Years.
For this example, Soil
Types has been selected
as a management layer.
Highlight the required
Zone Layer and in the
layer order at the
bottom of the page,
ensure that Field Zones
All Years are at the top
of the list. If not, you
will be unable to edit
that layer.

3. Next, click on the Active Tool Options to
bring up the Active Tool Settings and then
click the Polygon Tool at the top of the
screen.

4. Click on the Select Zone button to create
your management zones.
5. On the next screen that appears, click on
the Pick Zone Names.
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6. If the zones are already created,
simply highlight the name and move
across to the right using the arrows.
These will then appear within the
key. With your zone names picked,
OK will take you back to the Setup
screen, click OK again and return to
the main Map Viewer page.
NB. Unallocated appears as default

If the zone name does not appear in
the list, click on Setup Zone Names.
(see 6b below)

6b. Either Add Group, or Add Zone
to a group that already exists.

Once you have created your zone name, allocated
a colour to it for identification purposes.
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Drawing Zones
Now that you have set up your zones and allocated them to a key, you just need to define
the zones themselves on the layer.
1. Click on the zone name within
the key. The highlighted zone
will then be applied to the map
when the zone is created

2. Next click on the Polygon tool and then simply click in the field
where the zone is. (If you go outside of the pink field area, the
zone will only be applied to the field area within the field
boundary).

3. Once you have drawn the zone, right
click on the mouse and select “Finish This
Entity”. The zone will automatically fill to
the edge of the boundary if you click
outside the boundary line as shown.

You can keep on creating the zones, selecting each one from
the key in the Active Tool Settings. If you draw over an existing
zone with a new one this will not remove the zone below but
create two zones occupying the same area. You can then use
the Change Polygons Z Order Tool
to select the zone on
top. Where two zones exist on the same area, the zone on top
will always be used in the grid generator.
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Work Planning / Recommendation Planning
In this example, we are creating a variable rate application seed map based on soil types. A
variable application target map can only exist within a work plan or recommendation plan.
Create a plan, as you would do normally. Complete the plan details and then add a field
operations job to the plan followed by the Fields, Products and the Implement setting. With
those details entered, the Planning Setup / Recommendation Setup screen will appear. You
will need to tick the appropriate box in order to produce a variable application map and
thus utilize the Grid Generator (see below).

1. Click on the Fields
tab within the
Planning Setup page
to bring up the field
information.

2. Tick the box to allow
a Variable Application
Target Map to be setup

3. Click on the Target Grid Generator
button to the left of the Field Map.

Now the work plan has the ability to include a target map, you are ready to setup the Grid
Generator.
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Target Map Grid Generator
The Target Map Grid Generator can contain a number of Grid Generator Templates. Each
Template contains the computations which contain instructions on how the product is to be
applied e.g Light Sandy soil zone apply 120kg of seed, Medium Loam soil zone apply 200kg
of seed.

Click on Template Details
to set up a Template

Detailed in the tree
view are previously
created Templates
The Field and Product information
have been pulled through from the job
setup. In this case, we have the one
field and just one product.

Once you have worked through the Template and Computation setup, you will be returned
back to this page in order to generate the grid from the computations created.
Grid Generator Templates can also be created by going through the Setup Menu > Mapping
> Grid Generator Templates on the Main Screen.
Each Template contains the foundations for the variable rate application. This is where the
templates parameters are set up.
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Setting up the Grid Template
Once the Template has been
created, it will appear in the
tree view under a specific
Group. The Group the template
resides in can be changed by
clicking the dropdown arrow at
the end of the Group box.

Convert the job grid cell size (m) to - If this option is not
ticked then Gatekeeper uses the default 10m2 grids to
build its target grids on fields. If ticked then the user has
the ability to generate a grid size from between 10 and
1000m2 on the fields.
The grid size can be further adjusted for fields from the
Cell Size Tab of the Job Map Grid Options (see page 14)

Default job rate – update job target rate for non tank mix products this is considered to be the base rate before any variations are made by
the computations and will update the target rate of the jobs product.
Some controllers will apply the base rate if, for example, the GPS signal
is lost rather than applying nothing.
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Creating Computations
Now we have setup the Template for Variable Rate drilling of Alchemy, so we now need to
set the parameters of the Computations. A computation is basically a computer question
which is asked of the target map. You can have many computations per template. For this
example, the Grid Generator will be based on a created zones i.e. Soil Types.
1. The sequence relates to the
computation. To add another
computation simply ‘click’ the
button which will add a second
sequence. You can use this to
add more than set of questions
to your target map i.e. soil
types and pest zones.

2. Computation reference.
In this case; Soil Types.

3. Computation Type. This is the mapping information that the
computation is to be based upon.
Previous Job (low start) - This affects the Lookup Job Rate in the
bands i.e. From – To Less Than
Previous Job (high start) - This affects the Lookup Job Rate in the
bands i.e. To Less Than - From
Field Features Crop Year - You are able to base your bands on
map features within the crop year
Field Features All Years - You are able to base your bands on
map features for all years
Field Zones Crop Years - You are able to base your bands on
zones within the crop year
Field Zones All Years - You are able to base your bands on zones
for all years

4. Rate Summing.
With more than one
computation, you can
either Add, Subtract or
Replace one from
another.
5. Fixed Rate. Applies
to the product rate
from which the actions
will be based. In
effect, this could be
the base rate
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You can have many bands per computation sequence but the more you have in a
computation the greater the variation in rates.
6. Heading Group & Heading. In this example the
Heading Group has been selected as Soil Types
along with the Heading. This is because I want to
base the computation on the Soil Types Layer
which has been linked in by selecting the
Computation Type and then the Heading Group
for the Bands. Double click in the box to initiate
the drop down list.

8. Action. With the fixed rate value applied, the
next step is to create an action for each soil type.
Clicking underneath Action activates the drop
down box where a number of options are
provided.

7. Zone Name. By clicking underneath the
Zone name, the drop down list will appear
containing the all the possible zones as setup
in your mapping section. For this example, I
have allocated each of the four soil type zone
names to tie in with my zones on that
particular layer as per page 2 of this guide.

9. Quantity. With the action completed
for each sequence, I can now input a
quantity that will be applied. In this
case, in addition to the fixed rate.

With the computations created for the Template, move to the Final Adjustments Tab and
then on to the Fertiliser Options Tab to complete your Target Grid Generator.
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Final Adjustments
Default cell rate – this
allows you to apply a
rate to the grid cells
that fall outside the
templates
computations and
would otherwise
return a zero figure.

Zero the cell rates for all
cells with a rate less than or
equal to - if the results of the
computations returns a cell
rate that is very small or
below a practical application
rate (cut-off rate) then this
will default it to either zero
or a minimum target rate.

Lower rate limit applied to all
non zero cells – this allows
you to set the minimum
application rate for the
template. If running the
computations produces a cell
rate lower than the minimum
final value then it is
overwritten with this rate.

Upper rate limit applied
to all cells – this allows
you to set the maximum
application rate for the
template. If running the
computations produces a
cell rate higher than the
maximum final value then
it is overwritten with this
rate.

Step 4 and 7 (Fertiliser
options) – explained
later on page 18

Multiplication factor applied to
calculated cell rates and also the
optional job default rate – by
changing the percentage factor
you can run the same template in
following years with an increased
or decreased percentage effect
overall.

Round final rates down
Adjust final rates to a
to the nearest multiple
maximum number of
of – by placing a figure
different rates (always
in here you are
including zero and the
controlling the variance
job default) – this
of the rates and making
allows you set the
sure they are evenly
maximum number of
spaced application
rates being used in the
quantities.
template.
Click Save and OK out of the screen back to the Target Map Grid Generator Screen.
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Using the Grid Generator
1. Ensure that the correct Template, Field and Product are highlighted.

2. Click on the Generate Grid button to run the
Grid generator for the Template in questions.

3. Once you have generated the
grid, the Map Grid Generator
Log screen will be displayed. In
this example, there is a single
information line as we have
only run a single computation.
Highlighting the information
line provides the details of that
message.
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Close down the Map Grid Generator Logs screen and OK out of the Target Map Grid
Generator screen. You will exit back to the Planning Setup page where you will now have a
variable application map.

Next, click on the Map Summary button above the Target Grid Generator button on the
left hand side of the map. This will allow you to view the parameters used to create the
variable rate maps for the job.

This window shows each
individual fields Job Actual Grid
Data and Job Target Data along
with Grid number and cell size
information.
At this stage, we have no Job
Actual Grid Data until an applied
map is imported back in to the
plan once the job has been
completed.
The Job Target Grid Data however
has been populated with
information from the grid
generator being run on the field.
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Map Grid Options
By clicking on the Map Grid Options button on the left hand side of the variable rate maps, you will
be able to further modify the variable rate maps in this job. This may be because certain fields in the
job, need to be treated in a particular way or that you are working to a particular quantity of product
being applied.

The options under the Target Tab
allow the user the ability to edit
specific field’s variable rate maps
without running the Grid Generator
again.
The ability to adjust rates is also found
on the options in the Final
Adjustments Tab of the Grid
Generator work through which are
explained.
The Proportion target rates to sum to
a total quantity required – gives the
user an ability to specify a product
quantity to build his variable maps to.
This option will recalculate all zones to
fit this new total quantity for the job.

The Key Tab allows the user to
change the product / nutrient
being applied to the map and
the key that is used to display
the map grid cells.
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The Cell Size Tab allows the user
to change the size of the grid
cells used in the variable map.

Issuing, Printing and
Exporting Plans
With the variable application seed map created in a draft work plan/recommendation plan
you can now Issue the plan/recommendation. On the main module window with the plan
highlighted blue under the Draft node in the tree view click the Issue Plan button below the
Module Icons.
The Issue and Publish Plan window will prompt you with the next appropriate steps for the
plan.

Order Requirements allows you
to create an order for the
quantity of product needed to
fulfil the entire.
Plan Reports allows you to
create a printable .pdf work plan
with the full details of the
application including a map
showing the variable application
of the product.
Publish Gatekeeper Plan allows
you to send the plan to another
Gatekeeper User so that they
may view or carry out the
application.
NB. The receiver of the
Publication must have
Gatekeeper mapping to see the
variable rate map.
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Alternatively the user may be sending this plan out to a compatible device that will perform
the variable application in the field. This would be done through the Devices

Module.

Job Based Grid Generator
As well as basing the Grid Generator on Management zones, you can also base your variable
application maps on actual job data such as Yield maps and Soil Sampling.
Create a work plan as before and ensure that the option to Provide variable application
target maps for ALL fields in this job has been ticked. In this example though, the work plan
will be for Potash application to replace P removed through yield off take and soil sampling
(ensure the fields you are selecting for this work plan have a yield map and a sampling map
recorded in order for the new variable application job to be based on).

This plan contains
multiple fields and by
highlighting each one
in turn you can check
that a target grid has
been applied to the
field prior to running
the Grid Generator
Template.
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Once the work plan has been setup to have a variable application map generated, you are
ready to setup the Grid Generator.

Target Map Grid Generator extended
Eventually you will build up your own list of Grid Generator Templates
for your Farm then comments can be inserted for template to outline
in more detail their purpose.

Just like our earlier example the Fields and Product information has been
pulled through from the job. Although three fields are in this job, we
have only highlighted two of the fields that we wish to run a grid
generator on.
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Fertiliser Grid Options
If the Grid Generator Template is being used to variably apply Fertiliser, then the Fertiliser
Grid Options can be used. This allows all the Grid Generator Template options to be based
on a specific nutrient rate as opposed to the product. Once the Grid Generator Template
has been run the application rates used in the job are always converted to and based on the
Product rate. This is particularly useful when working out nutrient replacement.
1. For the nutrient group From the drop down list, you
are able to pick the nutrient
group on which you wish to
base your calculations. Each
Job can be based on a single
nutrient and for our example
it is K2O.

2. Computations, final adjustments and job default rate are all set
up in this template as NUTRIENT rate. At this step the optional
job default rate and all target cells are converted to the job
product rate by its fertiliser analysis for the selected nutrient
group - By default, the rates and calculations made within a Grid
Generator Template are based on units of product to be applied.
However, if ticked, this option allows the Grid Generator Template
rates and calculations to be based on kg's of nutrient to be applied.
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3. Calculate the nutrient already applied this
year and subtract the job product equivalent
from the accumulated target cell rates - Tick
this option to take account of any nutrient
already applied to the fields within this year
and then calculate the balance that should be
applied in this Job. This can be used to ensure
that the amount of nutrient applied does not
exceed required levels in a cropping season
when used in conjunction with Maximum
average field nutrient rate.

4. Reduce all target grid cell rates so
the MAXIMUM average field nutrient
rate does not exceed - To prevent the
average nutrient rate exceeding a set
limit for each field, enter the
maximum average quantity required
into this box. This can be used to
ensure that you satisfy legislative
requirements such as NMAX.

The implications of using the Fertiliser Options in a Grid Generator Template are shown in
the preceding Final Adjustment Tab and Template Tab. Also due to a computation on this
grid generator being based on spatial data and not just zone layers there are additional
options available to the user on utilising Imported Customer Field Records data in the
computations.

Each Final Adjustment
option now has the
specified nutrient that
was picked in the
Fertiliser Options Tab
show in the units per
hectare.
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Use Imported Customer Field Records only (all
computations) -Allows the use of spatial data that has been
published from another Gatekeeper user to your
Gatekeeper to be used as the basis for the entire Template.
This is often the case between contractors recording the
spatial records on their Gatekeeper site and publishing it to
the customers Gatekeeper site.

This example below has two Computations, with the First Pass based on the Yield Map and
then the Second Pass based on Soil Sampling for Potash replacement. Due to these
computations looking at Spatial Applied Data they have some additional options that are not
available for computations based on management zones.
1. Ignore Jobs with spatial data. This

option allows you look back through the
years and only use the first yield job that
has been record spatial ignoring any
years where the data was no-spatial.

2. Use Imported Customer Field Records only. By ticking
this box you can make this single computation in the
template look at imported customer data. Useful if you
have a mixture of spatial data in your Gatekeeper that has
been published to you as imported customer field records
and also entered yourself as applied data.

3. Lookup type. Allows you to select the type of spatially applied data within your
system for the computation to be based upon. There are four main lookup types:
Job types- (Application Jobs, Sample Jobs, Sensing Jobs, Weeds, Pests and Diseases Jobs
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and Yield Jobs) – All look at specific jobs actual applied data readings recorded in the field.
Difference types – (Sampling difference, Sensor difference, Weeds, Pests and Diseases

4. Lookup item – Once the Lookup
type is selected then this will
narrow the choices for the lookup
item which allows the user to look
at a specific crop in this example.

5. Look up job unit – Must match the
same unit that the applied data is
recorded in. The example below
shows the yield jobs look up job unit
being t which means the yield must be
harvest in tonnes.

6. Lookup years. Allows you to select the year the
spatial yield data will be based on.
Cropping year only – looks at the current year only.
Look back starting last cropping year – looks at last
year first and then goes back until it finds a yield job.
Look back starting this cropping year - looks at this
year first and then goes back until it finds a yield job.
Single year 1 ago – Just looks at last year.

7. Lookup Job Rate – Lets you specify
the range of a band (from and to)
giving the user the chance to group
the applied data in to more
manageable bands to treat when 22
applying the treatment application.

8. Target Grid Fixed Rate – Unlike the
zone computations each band can
have a separate fixed rate and formula
applied.

The second pass computation contains the sample job which looks at the spatial soil
sampling for Potash replacement on the field. When brought together in this Grid
Generator Template, these two computations have allowed you to take in to account two
different variables and generator a variable rate map.

When this Grid Generator
is run on the two
designated fields the Map
Grid Generator Log shows
a line for each field and
each computation run and
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Checking the Variable Maps
Close down the Map Grid Generator Logs screen and OK out of the Target Map Grid
Generator screen. You will exit back to the Planning Setup page where you will now have
variable application maps for the two fields in your plan that the computation was run upon.
The third field has retained the default target rate that the job was setup to have and shows
no variation in application amounts.

At this point it you may wish to run an entirely different Grid Generator Template upon the
third field and as long as only this field is selected (blue highlighted) in the Target Map Grid
Generator window this would not alter the other two fields and their variable maps.
Once all fields are to your satisfaction then click on the OK button and this will take you
back to the Planning Main window. A small globe will appear next to the field names
within operations details as a reference that there is a map attached to the fields
within the Work Plan.
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This can now be export to a compatible controller box from within the Devices

Module.

Zones using Soil Sampling Results
Another possible way that the zones and job data can be used together is when the soil
sampling results are not gridded using the standard Kriging or Nearest Neighbour gridding
method, but are applied to the total zone area instead.
In this example we will import soil sampling results in to the Soil Sampling Zone Layer both
manually and from a digital file received from a service provider. This will show how we can
combine zones and the job data together to be used in the grid generator.
In either the Planning/Recommendation or Recording Module create a Plan/Record as you
would do normally. Then add a field sampling job to the plan/record followed by the Fields,
Sample Headings you have results for. With those details entered, the Planning
/Recommendation /Recording Setup screen will appear. You need to now tick the
appropriate box in order to produce a variable application map and thus utilise the
appropriate zone layer for the soil sampling results.
2. Tick the box to allow a Sampling
Zones layer to be used in this Job.
1. Click on the Fields
tab and then the
Map tab within the
Planning/Recommen
dation or Recording
Setup page to bring
up the field
information.
3. Once you tick the box
the Heading Selector
window will appear and
you can select the
appropriate map layer
that will have the zones
you wish to use on it.
They will appear on the

NB. This automatically ticks the box
below it by default but you will need
to tick the Override gridding method
to use this job’s sampling
management zones.
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Once setup the Plans and Recommendations can be printed as .pdf reports including the soil
sampling map shown above to give to operators that are carrying out the sampling process
in the field.

Recording Soil Sampling Results (via Recording)
1. Select the “From plot data” dot box.
NB. No spatial data can be recorded against
this job until this is done.
2. Click on the Edit Plots button to enter the
window where results are manually typed.
3. Click on the Add Item button to create
the results lines in the grid. In this example
I need 5 results for the 5 zones I have.

4. Tick the “Reference” tick box so that
the Reference column appears in the
grid and fill in the zone names for the
each sample so that the appropriate
sample results are next to the
appropriate zone sample name.
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If there are more results than zones
5. Click the “Position Plots By
then some of the results could be core
Reference” button to move the plots
samples and by ticking the “Core Only”
to the central most point of each zone.
tick box you will log the location of the
This will adjust all the Longitude X and
sample but not have the result
Latitude Y figures automatically.
displayed on the map.
Upon returning to the Fields tab within the Plan/Recommendation or Recording Setup
window you will see that the soil sampling results have filled to the edge of each of the soil
sampling zones.
For the Job soil sampling
average results to be calculated
you will need to click on the
“Recal Total Quantities” button
and this will populate the
average result for your samples
on the Job tab of the Record
and also complete the status of
the Job.

This data can now be utilised in the Grid Generator looking at the location of the zones on
the field, but taking in to account the actual job data of the soil sampling recorded in the
field.
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Recording Soil Sampling Results (via Devices)
From the Devices
Module use the tree view to navigate to the name of the service
provider that has produced the results file for you. Under both NRM and YARA there is a
“Merge Plots Results” option which would be appropriate as we wish to merge the plots in
the file with the zones in our job. This option can also be used to merge the results with Soil
Sampling Way Points.
Click on the Device Sync button and this will take you to the Device Synchronisation window
where under the Import tab you can browse to the location of the file and import it in to the
relevant record.

Once imported this will have automatically created you your plots and linked them to the
zone needing no further work. Once again this data is ready to be used in the Grid
Generator to create you a variable rate plan based on both zones and job data.
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